FOOTBALL
GENERAL PUBLIC
GAME DAY PARKING LOTS

GENERAL PUBLIC PARKING ZONES
- Purple Zone - Park & Walk Lots
  Chemistry Lot, Circuit Lots, RDG
- Gray Zone - Courtesy Shuttle Lots
  GC Lot, H Lot
- Yellow Zone - Park & Walk Lots
  Campus & Anderson Lot
- Pink Zone - Park & Walk Lots
  Jogging Trail Lot
- Blue Zone - Accessible Parking
  B-2, B-4 Lots

Estimated Walk Times from Lots:
- Duke University Chapel - 5 minutes
- Chemistry Lot - 8 minutes
- Small Circuit Lot - 12 minutes
- Large Circuit Lot - 14 minutes
- GC & H Lots - 15 minutes
- Campus & Anderson Lot - 17 minutes
- RDG - 19 minutes